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We make cash flow.

Coin Roll Packaging System 8010
The most efficient solution to pack coin rolls

Highest reliability!

The 8010 is a highly efficient solution for packing coin rolls in handy foil
packs. The latest generation of the 8000 series of coin roll packaging
systems is the result of 30 years experience in the field of coin roll
processing. 8010 offers highest reliability and long lifetime at lowest
operating cost.
The improved, fourth generation is even more reliable and easier to
operate. Oven rollers are now coated with a new and repellent coating for
longer life and better heat resistance. The redesigned sealing unit is
easier to maintain and repair. The new mount for the side sealing bars
ensures that no damage can happen in case of a jam.
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A new PLC – programmable logic controller – with touch screen makes
operation simple and safe. Compared to its successful predecessor the
8010 offers even more flexibility in setting operating parameters such as
welding times, temperatures, etc. and can thus be adapted even better
to specific requirements.
Individual settings can be stored in the PLC memory and recalled if
required. The touch screen is mounted on a swivel arm and can be
moved flexible by approx. 180 degrees. This allows convenient operation
of the system.

What are the USPs?
• Uses single-layer plastic ﬁlm
• Easily accessible ﬁlm roll (arranged above the welding unit)
• Easy and quick changing of the ﬁlm rolls
• Minimized waste by using the optimum ﬁlm width in each case
• Menu-driven operation and warnings
• Latest PLC technology reduces the number of components used
internally and contributes to reliability
• Pivoting touch screen mounted on a pillar
• High storage capacity for storing individual settings
• Software update via Compact Flash Memory Card

The completely redesigned cover of the
sealing unit is now comfortably lifted and
turned to the back for quick access.

Coin Handling System C31
The new system for smart coin handling

Trolley with C31 container
Also available with
Cashwork One High Speed Sorter

C31 Trolley and C31 Parkstation
with Q12 High Speed Sorter

Finally a new solution for intelligent coin handling has arrived. No carrying
of heavy weights, no compromising anymore: The new C31 system covers
all aspects of coin handling from coin sorting, packaging and storage:
smart, quick and affordable.
The C31 container has 20 to 25 times more capacity compared to an
ordinary coin bag and saves a lot of time. Coin sorters will work continuously rather then stopping all the time due to full bags that need to be
changed (depending on application). Time consuming handling of hundreds of bags is replaced by a small number of movements of C31 Containers. Uninterrupted supply of coins to the packaging system is ensured.
Many cash centers suﬀer from a lack of space. Full coin bags need to be
stored on big tables and trolleys. Conventional coin containers on casters
have a large footprint and are fed by an expensive conveyor system.
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3 Efficient
As single unit the NGZ C31 Parkstation serves to park full containers. Its small size makes it easy
theParking:
C31 containers.
to put it in places which are normally dead space, for example under the outlet track of a packaging machine.
3 Uninterrupted Supply: The NGZ C31 Dockingstation is attached to the coin lift and can hold two containers which can
be emptied alternately. This unique configuration ensures continuous supply of coins to the packaging equipment.

Full C31 containers are moved comfortably and secure
with the C31 trolley. A full bag weighs 3 to 20 kg and

An empty C31 container can

A C31 container is parked on

easily be carried by hand

a parkstation

needs to be lifted by the staff. 200 to 400 physical
actions per person and shift – like bending down to
change a bag or lifting a full bag – are daily routine
when working with bags. C31 puts an end to this.
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NGZ C31 Parkstation

Full NGZ C31 Kit

Containers are securely

(coin sorter is not included in the kit)

with peak situations
• Durable: made of stainless steel, light and yet a

Dockingstation

C31 Dockingstation

latched to the trolley

sturdy construction
• Compact: with small footprint, can be placed under
or close to the coin sorter
• Secure: containers are automatically latched to
the trolley whilst in transit

Holes on the rear and bottom side of the container reduce weight
and allow identiﬁcation of coin denomination and the ﬁll-level.

C31 container
Material:

stainless steel

Dimensions:

73,5 x 12 x 52 cm (L x W x H)
29“ x 4.7“ x 20.5“ (L x W x H)

Weight:

14,5 kg (32 lbs)

Max. weight with coins:

200 kg (441 lbs)

Volume:

31 Liter, up to 50000 coins

Coin Sorter Q12
Coin Processing thought through to the end

Compatible with C31

With Q12 coin processing is newly deﬁned. This high-performance
coin sorter - an entirely new development - relies on a rotating brush

• Coin outlets with status indicator
and intelligent container recognition

excelling in an exceptionally long lifetime instead of the traditional

• Fast access to coin transport path

belts and rubber discs. Likewise, all other components, e.g. sensor

• Ergonomically positioned active

module and the entire coin feeding path are consequently designed
for a maximal lifetime and highest reliability.

coin outlets
• Compatibel with C31
• New sensor module

The Q12 is perfectly qualified for handling high coin volumes due to
its unexcelled economy, superior ergonomics and maximal efficiency.

• Brush replaces belt

Q12 recommended for volumes of 500.000 coins
daily and more.

Fast access to coin transport path
Just two moves required to open the complete coin feed and the transport system, allowing easy cleaning and quick correction if required.

Distance and height of the coin outlets match
to the C31 coin management system.
A box with eight (optional: nine) parking
spaces for C31 containers is placed directly
below the Q12. Everything was designed to
work Plug-and-Play.
Technical Data:
Capacity:

Up to 4000 coins per minute

Coin dimensions apt
for processing:

Diameter: 16–28 mm, Thickness 1,5–2,6 mm

Capacity of coin hopper:

5.000 coins

Coin Outlets:

Sorting by diameter in 8 outlets,
9th coin outlet controlled by active outlet,
3 active outlets for reject and non-stop-mode

Operating mode:

Multi-stop and nonstop-operation

Interfaces:

RS232 (PSP), USB, LAN

Other features:

7 inch Touch screen, Printer

Dimensions:

abt. 1.720 x 780 x 1.350 mm (width, depth, height)

Max. ﬁlling level:

abt. 1.100 mm

Height Coin Outlet:

abt. 650 mm, distance 125 mm

Weight:

abt. 270 kg

Cashwork One®
New generation high-performance coin sorting system

 Verification according to
German Central Bank standards
 corresponds to EU 1210/2010
 Update-capable system
 Coinsure 4D Matrix® Sensor
 extra high counting rate

Cashwork One Workstation with ICL
(Integrated Coin Lift) and Docking Station
with C31 containers.

Cashwork One® is a latest generation coin counting and
sorting system, which works at full speed. It was developed specifically for use at main cash desks and cash
centres. Due to the particularly quiet coin transport it
relieves the users. The DS version meets the additional
requirements of the cash centre environment.

C31 container

Cashwork One recommended for daily volumes
up-to 500.000 coins per machine.

Cashwork One Workstation consists of:

Successfully

tested

www.ecb.eu

The newly developed Coinsure® Matrix Sensor ensures
reliable screening of foreign money, is ECB-tested and
detects the known counterfeit coins.

 height adjustable trolley
 integrated large TFT-Touch monitor
in a robust metal case
 Industrial PC
 printer, barcode scanner
 Windows based PC software

Cash Center Consulting & Planning
New generation high-performance coin Automation systems

 Our Consultancy: Added Value for You
 A neutral viewpoint, alternative perspectives,
and an instinct for important details
 Experience from a wide array of projects and
the application of best practice
 Targeted analyses and improvement of weaknesses
 International senior staff with expertise in regional
requirements

Cash Cycle Analysis:
Our cash cycle analysis is targeted at improving cash operations, and preparing for future requirements. We analyze
the current cash flow in the cash center, including data
capture and data modeling, in order to derive quantity
structures for replacement requirements, transport, and
costs. All the information is integrated into a customized
solution.

Coin Process & Layout

208 Coin Lift with
conveyor for two
coin wrappers

Coin Sorter
Cashwork One® ICL
with Coin Lift and fully
equipped workstation

Coin
Wrapper

8010 Coin Roll
Packaging System

Coin
Wrapper

Coin Sorter
Cashwork One

C31 container with
Docking station

Trolley with
C31 container
C31 container with
Docking station

C31 Kit with coin sorter on top.
Also available as parking station
for C31 containers only.

Cash Cycle Processes:

Cash Center Design:

As part of our process consultancy, we develop a detailed

Consulting for cash center design strives for highly

and comprehensive requirement catalog; this is then

efficient and automated cash centers which equips the

used as a basis for creating a secure handling concept for

customer for future requirements. Our consultancy is

incoming and outgoing cash flows between the customer

scalable, from individual areas of responsibility such

and its business partners. In addition, we also provide

as targeted modernization of existing cash centers,

advice with respect to operations for pre-and post-pro-

to complete greenfield projects.

cessing, materials transport, order picking, storage, and
destruction.

Value balancing

Value balancing and deposit killing with the
Coin200 connected to your Cash Management
Software.

Cashwork Coin 200 is a compact, convenient mix counter which counts multiple coin
denominations in one single run. The unit can
count continuously or counts to a preset total
of coins. For detection of foreign coins the
Preparing Table with Coin 200

More reliable devices from Procoin:

Procoin GmbH

Coin Counter and Sorter | Coin Packaging Machines |
Banknote Counter and Sorter | Self-Service Coin-Machines |
Please contact us and ask!

Ampèrestraße 7–11
63225 Langen
Tel. +49 6103 50997-0
Fax +49 6103 50997-49

We make cash flow.

info@procoin.eu
www.procoin.eu
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counter uses Coinsure® Sensor.

